
Steel Wool Clea ns Spots 

from White-Wall Tires 


THOSE white-wall tires have a way of de
fying your best efforts to get them perfectly 
clean, particularly after they have been on 
your car for a year or more. Small surface 
cracks that weather into the rubber become 
clogged with tar and grease from the pave
ment, and soap and water, while they clean 
the bulk of the grit from the walls, cannot do 
the job thoroughly. To restore the original 
whiteness to the tires, I've found a good rub
bing with steel wool will do the trick. Besides 
getting the dirt from the tiny cracks, the 
wool will remove scuffs ami scratches in the 
rubber. Naturally, the operation should not 
be repeated too often, as the continued rub
bing may injure the side wall of the tires.
P. F. R. 

Wire Extension on Spout 
Improves Oil Cans 

FOR oiling out-of-the-way places in my car, 
I wrapped a length of soft copper wire around 
the spout of an oil can so that it extends sev
eral inches beyond 
the tip. In use, 
the end of the 
wire is placed on 
the point to be 
lubricated. The oil 
is forced from the 
can in the usual 
manner, but in
stead of dropping 
free from the end 
of the spout, it 
flows along the 
wire to the de
sired place, as 
depicted at the 
right.- H. S. 

POPULAR SCIENCE 

T o CLAIM Chrysler engines 
will never wear out would 

be foolish. 
But we do assert that Chrysler 

Uphas doubled and tripled the life 
of engine operating surfaces 
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,••• achieved performance so 
smooth that owners of the 1939 
Chryslers say, "These are the 
greatest motor cars ever built!" is 
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Theoretically, if properly lu to

bricated and keptclean, Chrysler mi 
engines ought nevertowearout. 

For the vital parts of every pr
Chrysler-from brake drums to is!
crankshaft - are Super finished. ed 

These Superfin;shed discs are so m: 
smooth they adhere together. SII 
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Straps "Lock" Car Doors 
To Keep Children Safe 
CHILDREN riding alone in the back seat of 

a four-door sedan cannot open the rear doors 
while the car is in motion if the simple ex
pedient illustrated above is used. Lower the 
door windows slightly and fasten a one-inch 
leather strap around the door frames and 
center post. The doors cannot be opened 
until the strap is unbuckled, and the danger 
of children tumbling out during a drive is 
eliminated.- C. W. 

Dust Serves as Polish 
for Chromium Plating 

OU ST FROM TOP 
OF HOOD TO BE 
USE D A S POLISH 

IN CLEANING my car, I've found that the 
fine dust that accumulates on the hood makes 
a fine polish for chromium plating. I simply 
brush the dust up into a pile with a soft cloth, 
pick it up with a damp cloth, and rub it over 
the headlights and other metal trim. A brisk 
rub with a polishing rag completes the job. 
- R. D. S. 
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